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Prompted by the current enthusiasm for the growth of MEMS,
anyone wandering in Web world might be hard put to work out
‘group think.’Take the US MEMS Exchange site (http://www
.mems-exchange.org/); it is hard to imagine what has happened
to the grouping of,“41 individual state-of-the-art foundries, col-
lectively offering the most comprehensive and diverse set of
implementation solutions for MEMS, micro- and nano-technolo-
gies to be found anywhere in the world.”
But despite being supported by DARPA, the Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency and hosted by CNRI, the Corporation
for National Research Initiatives, the last update was in January
2003 and the ‘send a comment’ doesn’t appear to work either.
But it’s a different story with http://www.memsnet.org, which
presumably is in fact the exchange.org writ new, as again it
involves 41 individual state of the art foundries.
Here there are jobs: Applications Engineer 2004-07-14 Coventor
Inc, Cambridge, MA ... read more… Applications Engineer -
MEMS 2004-07-06 Brewer Science Inc, Rolla, Missouri ... read
more.
Here there is some news: Konarka: Giant Leap With Nano-based
Solar Power: Semiconducting particles of titanium dioxide coat-
ed with light-absorb-
ing dyes used to con-
vert light into electric-
ity. Active Spectrum
Switches Gears With
Wireless: Using MEMS
technology, Active
Spectrum wants to
make a multi-frequen-
cy transceiver.
But yet another
http://www. intelli-
gentmp.com /corpo-
rate_profile .htm site is Intelligent Micro Patterning, (offering
services on Mems-exchange) which has been formed with the
vision of commercialising this technique and is a University of
South Florida spin-out.
Try to find MEMS collaboration in Europe and there isn’t any
confusion. Each company appears to be out there on its own.
MEMS is not apparently a collaborative European affair. If it is,
it’s very well hidden.
MEMS exchange and net confusion
Micro-sized gear on top of electrical bond
pad.
A survey compiled by Keithley in 2002 from 265 engineers
involved in electronics test and measurement applications
across a wide spectrum of industries (11% response rate)
showed the move to new communication protocols such as
Ethernet, USB and even Firewire.
Asked what the engineers used for capturing measurement data
from instruments today, and what they plan to use in 12
months, serial port and GPIB users declined dramatically.
Ethernet users increased from 29% to 39%; USB grew from 23%
to 37% and Firewire from 11% to 21%. It would be interesting to
know now in 2004 how much of the ‘not conducting or consid-
ering’ have moved across by now.
Instrumentation sites always offer something of interest.
Currently on offer is Keithley’s Reliability Test Kit providing criti-
cal testing techniques and solutions to help semiconductor test
engineers better understand the effects of degradation on mod-
ern semiconductor devices.An interactive, tutorial CD discusses
a variety of testing issues in detail and includes application
notes, white papers, a web seminar presentation, and Keithley’s
renowned Low Level Measurements Handbook.
You click.They send. Simple.
As for intriguing gizmos Model 6221 AC and DC current Source
claims great rarity value, claimed to be the only AC current
Keithley wraps up AC current source and the waveform generator
source on the market.‘Until now,’ notes the Keithley web site,
‘researchers and engineers have been forced to build their own
AC current sources.
‘ The Model 6221 provides better accuracy, consistency, reliabili-
ty, robustness, and cost effectiveness than ‘home-made’ solutions.
‘It is also the only commercially available current source wave-
form generator, which greatly simplifies creating and outputting
complex waveforms. Pulse widths as short as five microseconds
can be programmed, and the instrument supports pulsed I-V
measurements.’
Web: http://www.keithley.com/main. jsp?id=
2838831089967928320
Any SiC news from Dow?
The Dow Corning web site still has not moved
on in terms of news from the formation of
Dow Corning Compound Semiconductor solu-
tions in 2003 apart from offering 4H
Conducting SiC Wafers, 6H SiC Conducting
wafers and 6H SiC undoped wafers in test
grades for R&D. and in commercial grade for
high volume production and high yield.
Web:http://www.dowcorning.com/content/
compsemi/CompSemiRandD.asp
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